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.. [lIme: 3 hours

. (Maximum marks : 100)

PART-A

(Maxiril1ll1;l marks : '10)
Matts

Answer all questions in one or two sentences, Each question carries 2 marks.

I. Name-two formatted input/OUpUI functions.. ,
2. What is the use of 'II' in C.
3. Ho;" many times "Welcome" is gct"prinled ?

'1Ii ncl.ude<sldio.h>
int mainO .
{ .

intx;
~for(~l ;<7~·tO;X+-b):!':-'::·"::' "':~:::-"'_Q~Q,-=,' -----~-,-. ---~···-....,''"'i''9

{

} i
j}

4. N'ame-the function used to copy a strin(l.

S. Whal is fonnal parameter? (Sx2~ 10)

PART-B

(Maximum riIarl<s : 30)

n Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks, .

I, Write. C-program to read a number and chock whether It is divisible by
5 or nOL .
Explain the use of 'nested if' with 'the help of an example. • ,2.

. 3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

[14)

.
Write a C program to read 10 numbers to an an-ay and print it in reverse Order .
.Explain an exit conlrolled'i6op. ,,~ . .
Differentiate strcpyO and suncpy() functions with the help of example.
·Define recursive function. Explain with the helP of an example..
what is a 'g1obal variable? Illustrate with a suitable example. (Sx6='llj
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Maries
PAKT-C

(.Maximum madcs : 60)
(Answer one full questiao from cadl unit Each full quesIion carries IS marks.)

U.1T -I

III (a) List Ibe rules fur defining variables. S
(b) Write. C programto read three sides a, b & c of. triangle. Cheek whether

it i•• valid lriangle. If valid find the perimeter of Ole triangle.
[Hint : perimeter = a+b+c, for a valid triangle: IcngtI1 of a 'ide < sum of
other two sides.] 10

OR

IY (a) What is the usc of 'default' statement in switch(). 5

(b) Write. C program and cheek whether. given character is a vowel or not, 10

UNIT - Il

V (a) Explain how to aeate a one dimensiooaI array. 5

(b) Write. C program to display the difference of IargesI ond scoaod la.gest
numbers stored in an array of 10 integer numbers. 10

OR

VI (a) What is a loop? Wby it is necessary in the ~rogram 1

(b) Writ. a C program to merge two-integer arrays.

5

~----~,~.--~,!.~--~~
UNIT -111

VII (a) What is a string? How it can he initialized? Explain.' S

(b) Write. C program to find the ~ of a given S1ring in,eludingand excluding
spaces using pointers. 10

OR .

VUI en) Write a C program to read. string from kcybo6!d and display it using
eItaracter pointers, 6

(b) Explain the syntaXeS of strlen(), sttdup(), strup«) functions in C. 9

UNIT-IV

IX (a) Explain the dimrt:nt ways to pass arguments to a function.
Find the area using

6

(b) Write. C program to read sides' of a rectangle.
a user - defined function. 9

X (a) What are the advantages 'of using user- deJinOd functions. 6. .
(b) Write a C Program to read' a number. Calculate the sum of digits of the

number using a user - defined function sumdigitQ 9
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